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Abstract
Research in GM crops is of pressing importance to biotechnologists, development economists, farmers,
government officials, and concerned citizens. Each of these stakeholders carries preconceived notions
of success and failure that not only influence how data regarding GM crops is shared but also reify the
objective reality of GM seeds as a technology that might exist outside the idiosyncrasies of a farmer’s
field. In this essay, I draw on ethnographic fieldwork conducted among GM cotton planting farmers
in Telangana, India to deconstruct the process by which scientific facts surrounding yields and GM
seeds are created, leveraged, and then divorced from their subjective contexts in agricultural research.
Calling attention to the methods and assumptions involved in constructing scientific facts, Science
and Technology Studies (STS) reveals underlying complexities that explain why purportedly objective
science, and the seed as its supposedly universal product, produce such ambiguous outcomes for
Indian farmers. Specifically, Isabelle Stengers’ and Bruno Latour’s notion of the factish, the process by
which autonomous facts are created and live beyond their experimental and laboratory confines, can
help to explore the neocolonial dynamics underlying the construction of success and failure in GM
crops.
Keywords: agriculture, biotechnology, anthropology, factish, India

Introduction
“Don’t you understand,” my research assistant
asked after a particularly long and difficult interview. “We’re taking a lot of their time, don’t you
see? If we were not here, they would not be
answering any questions and giving any of this
information for your study! They’re only giving
this information because you’re asking.” I conducted 14 months of ethnographic fieldwork 20122016 among farmers in Telangana, India, planting
genetically modified (GM) Bt1 cotton. Through this
anthropological inquiry, I sought to understand
how farmers made decisions about the seeds they

planted. Although I set out to administer surveys
and interviews that asked farmers to justify seed
choices and report their yields, these data do not
exist independently of the specific farmers, conditions of the field, and the space of the interview.
Frequently black-boxed in academic literature,
yields and seed choices cannot be understood
apart from the farmers who grow them, the fields
in which they grow, or the scientific processes
used to discover this knowledge.
My assistant’s question speaks to a deeper
concern with the institution of social science.
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A social science researcher’s questions and
respondent answers exist within the occasionally
awkward space of the qualitative interview. Aided
by a research assistant, I ask questions relating to
seed choices, yields, and farmer experiences with
agricultural technologies. Such interviews range
from twenty minutes to two hours, depending on
our shared patience and the meandering route
of our conversation. Sitting in plastic lawn chairs
drinking sweetened tea we are separated not only
by race, class, education, language, culture, and
history, but also the assumptions of research that
demand that farmers have answers to questions
about their decision-making. In practice, farmers
often do not remember the names of their seeds,
cannot clearly describe their crop yields, and do
not express their motivations in clear, linear ways.
While frustrating, this breakdown of knowledge
and miscommunication between American agricultural companies and Indian farmers is a crucial
part of my research in the experience of new seed
technologies. My research assistant is correct to
observe that my investigations and subsequent
database of seeds and yields is determined by the
constructed space of the interview. There, farmers,
research assistants, anthropologists, and seeds
co-create a narrative appropriate for academic
research, but that does not exist as a truth external
to any of us.
In February 2013 crop scientists observed
that GM cotton yields hit a five-year low in India,
leading media and activists to declare GM crops
a failure (Jha, 2013; Nair, 2013). Six months later,
national newspapers cited scientific studies
to claim that the same cotton increased yield,
increased incomes, and helped to develop the
nation (The Economic Times, 2013a; The Hindu,
2013). In this essay, I argue that there is no truth
to seeds or the yields they provide that exists
apart from the specific people who cultivate GM
crops and the farms where they grow. By calling
attention to the methods and assumptions
involved in constructing scientific facts, Science
and Technology Studies (STS) is uniquely positioned to explore the underlying complexities
that explain why purportedly objective science,
and the seed as its supposedly universal product,
produce such ambiguous outcomes for Indian
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farmers. Specifically, Isabelle Stengers’ and Bruno
Latour’s notion of the factish, the process by which
autonomous facts are created and live beyond
their experimental and laboratory confines
(Latour, 2010b; Stengers, 2010, 2011), can help to
explore the neocolonial dynamics underlying the
construction of success and failure in GM crops.
This paper begins by looking to the actors
and processes involved in constructing scientific
narratives about agricultural development. Then, I
adapt the factish as a heuristic to understand how
yield became the yardstick by which agricultural
development should be measured and how seeds
take on a life of their own in development studies,
independent even of the farmers who grow them.
This leads me to discuss the politics of measurement, but I stay with the factish as a conceptual
framework because it draws attention to the ways
that scientific facts, here seeds and yields, come
to have independent lives in agricultural scholarship and policy. GM seed debates are currently
framed around yields, and understanding how
arguments in favor of or critical of the spread of
GM crops in the developing world rely on this
discourse without questioning its underlying
assumptions helps untangle plural lived experiences with this new technology. I draw on debates
relating to GM crops in India, including reflections
on my own ethnographic fieldwork 2012-2016
and my reading of key authors from agricultural economics, anthropology, public policy,
agronomy, and crop sciences. In paying closer
attention to the ways that the science of agricultural development has circumscribed the possibilities of farmer experience, this paper addresses
Latour’s (2010a) call for a compositionist investigation of a shared world slowly assembled by its
constituent actors. Because I am analyzing this
research within the scope of STS, I will critically
examine the methods and assumptions of several
researchers and disciplines. However, I myself
have employed the same tools and used the same
factishes to make arguments about Indian agriculture. In this essay I intend not to criticize these
methods or scientists but to illuminate the ways
in which we all have described seeds and yields as
autonomous beings.
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Debates and contested scholarship
in GM research in India
All scientific research is contextualized within the
paradigms that guide researchers’ questions and
research design, as well as within subtler biases
inherent to the tools used in different disciplines.
This is a function of the larger sociology of science that determines which questions are asked,
by whom, and how scientists judge the evidence
they collect. In agricultural development research,
this issue is complicated by the pervasive influence of pro-GM and anti-GM voices that conduct scientific research as members of industry
research groups or activist Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs), respectively.
In India, GM crops have been alternately celebrated as a pro-poor technology raising incomes
and yields while decreasing pesticide sprays
(Herring, 2007; Kathage and Qaim, 2012; Veettil et
al., 2016), or derided as a dangerous incursion into
Indian agriculture failing small farmers (Nair, 2013;
Shiva et al., 2002). The direct causal relationships
between Bt cotton, cotton yields, and farmer wellbeing remain difficult to parse away from pro- or
anti-industry sentiment (Stone, 2002). In India,
these relationships are measured by proxy benchmarks for success, such as farmer enthusiasm or
the nation’s total cotton production. Over 95% of
Indian farmers have adopted Bt cotton since its
official 2002 release (Cotton Corporation of India
Ltd., 2014), a figure that agricultural scientists
(Herring and Rao, 2012; Kathage and Qaim, 2012)
and government officials creating policy (Cotton
Corporation of India Ltd., 2014; The Hindu, 2013)
cite as proof that farmers have eagerly chosen Bt
cotton. The language of choice posits that farmers
make choices in a rational and free market, where
they objectively evaluate seeds as yield-producing
commodities.
On Telangana farms, free and informed choice
is often difficult to achieve. Although economists
and policymakers celebrate GM seed adoption
as a choice in a free market, locally desired seeds
are often unavailable and villages are plagued
by periodic shortages of popular brands (Wadke,
2012) or spurious seeds (Herring, 2007). Yet the
framing of seeds as a matter of freedom and
choice (The Economic Times, 2013b) helps these
pro-GM voices explain away other research with

more ambiguous results regarding farmer inputs.
Longer-term studies on the effects of Bt cotton
in India challenge the influence of Bt cotton on
higher yields and lower pesticide sprays (Gruère
and Sengupta, 2011; Stone, 2013), attributing
these to changes in agricultural management
strategies like new pesticides, fertilizers, and
denser planting (Gruère and Sun, 2012; Stone,
2011). Additionally, while pesticide applications
initially fell with the introduction of Bt cotton on
Indian farms, a key benefit of Bt cotton (Veettil et
al., 2016), insecticide sprays in Indian cotton now
exceed pre-GM levels (Kranthi, 2014).
Examining pro- and anti-GM research as texts,
Pearson (2006) argues “that there are striking similarities in the narratives utilized by both Monsanto
and [anti-GM NGO] Deccan Development Society;
both seek to deploy ‘objective science’ in their
efforts to govern smallholder farmers, and both
purport to represent transparently the views of
farmers and their best interests” (Pearson, 2006:
307), emphasis in original). Both GM companies
and critical NGOs continue to release studies
claiming that Bt or non-Bt cotton, respectively,
is more profitable, socially sustainable, productive, or ecological for farmers. Agribusiness
companies have an obvious interest in showing
that their products are successful, defined
through Monsanto India’s (2012) and the Cotton
Corporation of India’s (2014) annual reports that
celebrate Indian farmers’ aggressive adoption of
GM cotton. However, environmentalist groups
also benefit from upticks in funding when stakeholders rally behind anti-GMO sentiment (Schmid,
2007; Schurman and Munro, 2010). Schurman and
Munro (2010) further argue that pro- and anti-GM
activists and institutions inhabit fundamentally
different ‘lifeworlds’, the norms that define values
and ideas while structuring interactions, guiding
their differing interpretation of the same evidence.
Whether supportive, critical, or agnostic, this
body of research focuses on seeds and yields
as indicators of success and failure. While not
contesting the underlying claim that seeds’ yields
can be measured independently of the conditions
under which they are grown, critics (Crost et al.,
2007; Gruère and Sun, 2012; Stone, 2011) attack
empirical studies of Indian GM crops as relying on
flawed farmer samples. These critiques charge that
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others irresponsibly generalize from the field trials
of seeds planted by the wealthiest, most adventurous, and highest yielding farmers. Empirical
trials of GM crops suffer from a selection bias in
the farmer sample as a whole, they argue, and are
therefore a poor indicator of the broader impacts
of GM crops. Social scientists have noted that the
earliest adopters of any technology are likely to
have more resources and to be more cosmopolitan than others in the community (Rogers, 2003;
Ryan and Gross, 1943), because the institutional
support given to such early adopters can help to
underwrite the costs of using new technology
(Stone, 2016). Critical researchers agree that yields
can and should be measured, but they disagree
on whose yields are most representative.
Agricultural economist Matin Qaim (2012), who
has published numerous papers in top journals on
the effects of Bt cotton in India, aimed to refute
this sampling critique through a 2012 paper
that used stratified stratified economic models.
These document farmer experiences across a
representative swath of socioeconomic variation,
countering farmer selection bias 2002-2008.
Yet this was too little too late, argued anthropologist Glenn Stone (2012), who observed that
success narratives had already been established
by initial selection biases and short-term research
designs (Stone and Flachs, 2014). Stone argued
that these early results allowed pro-GM findings,
already exciting and thus attractive to academic
journals, to flow through publication pipelines
as the studies cited each other and established
a circular credibility. Questioning the incentives
of academic publishing and the sampling strategies of agricultural economists, Stone (2013) cites
his own ethnographic research as proof of his
commitment to discovering facts on the ground
– a criticism not of the process of scientific inquiry
but an argument for better models that account
for the complexity of agricultural work.
Stone’s appeal to an objective empirical science
fueled a 2012-13 debate through the widely read
Indian intellectual weekly journal, Economic and
Political Weekly (Herring, 2013; Herring and Rao,
2012). While conceding that some early studies
may have been biased, Stone’s agricultural
economist interlocutors argued that each new
study continued to build a scientific consensus
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that Bt cotton itself was responsible for increased
crop yields in India. Agricultural economist
Ronald Herring (2013: 63) responded wryly that
the presumption that such research stems from
collusion between GM manufacturers and scientists is a strong claim, “even by the standards
of conspiracy theories”. Citing Latour’s (2003)
Promises of Constructivism as an example of postmodernism at its most destructive to objective
science, Herring asks if critics like Stone would
consider facts to be socially constructed fiction
(Herring, 2013: 63). Ironically, Latour laments in
that essay that constructivism has been misused
to present a false equivalency between scientific
arguments and personal opinions. This misses his
arguments about constructivism, which questions
not facts themselves so much as the way that
scientists tend to remove themselves from their
findings. Latour argues instead that scientific
facts are made real through the process of scientific inquiry, not discovered in a state of nature by
objective scientists.

Obligations and Responsibilities
in Agricultural Development
The authors and institutions above may disagree
on the interpretation or collection of yield and
farmer livelihood data, but each situates their
claims within a scientific process that discovers
objective data. Their argumentation presupposes
a truth, Bt cotton yields, that waits to be discovered. This is opposed to a Latourian (2010a) compositionist approach that would see scientific facts
as mutually composed by different stakeholders
and inextricable from that context. The focus on
yield and productivity, even by critics challenging the success of GM crops in India (Forster et al.,
2013; Gruère and Sun, 2012; Jha, 2013), masks the
contingencies of agriculture and the construction
of a scientific space in which to measure yields. In
effect, both scholarship critical of and in support
of GM crops as a form of agricultural development in India employ the same types of abstract
reductions when describing yields and seeds.
This presents an opportunity for an STS analysis
of the underlying assumption in this research: that
seeds and yields exist apart from farms, farmers,
seed shops, GM regulations, weather, agricultural
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researchers, and the multitude of other stakeholders involved in rural life.
That a seed cannot have a yield unless it is
grown and measured may seem obvious to
STS scholars, but it is curiously absent from the
dominant discussions by agronomists, policymakers, economists, and even sometimes from
ethnographers like myself. The seeds are viewed
as if they have the power to create yields and
justify policy irrespective of who plants them or
how. This is a vision of seed technology and the
measurement of yields as an autonomous thing
beyond and independent of the people and social
institutions that interact with it – a factish. Qualitative social scientists problematize the definitions of facts on the ground in their analyses of
experience (Herring, 2007; Stone, 2011), calling
attention to the diverse and complex ways that
farmers make cost-benefit decisions or even how
they calculate yields on a plant like cotton that will
provide multiple harvests throughout it growing
season. Yet when articulating their findings with a
broader debate within agricultural development,
they more often frame their arguments within
the scope of the yield and seed as if those were
inherent truths lying in wait to be discovered. In
this way, qualitative social scientists simplify some
aspects of their work to make it legible to this
wider audience.
This simplification is unfortunate, because an
empirical and STS-inclined analysis suggests that
there is no singular narrative driving neo-colonial
relationships in agricultural development. Instead,
as I will discuss below, there are several competing
definitions of yield and several competing understandings of success and failure discussed by
scientists, policymakers, trade analysts, or farmers
themselves. During interviews, farmers claimed to
be switching seeds in the search for good yields
(Telugu: manci digubadi), but this measure of
‘good’ rarely translated into a reliable cost-benefit
analysis that one seed would yield more than
another or experience a more profitable response
to fertilizers or pesticides (Flachs, 2016). Instead,
farmers spoke about yields as a way to show
off their skill to neighbors, scientists, or other
passersby. Noticing a neighbor spraying his fields,
one farmer cut an interview short by saying that
he had to go spray as well. “Do you have insects in

your field,” I asked. “No,” my interlocutor admitted.
Nevertheless, “you should always seek to produce
more than your neighbors. If they spray four
times, you have to spray five.” Yield here is as
much a competitive signal as it is a search for an
objective profit. Later, when I spoke with a local
crop scientist, he reiterated the factish argument
that yields are inherent products of the seeds, not
complex efforts on the part of farmers and fields.
“Here farmers are very intelligent,” he said. “If [a
seed] performs well they’ll keep going with that
hybrid. Otherwise they’ll throw in the dustbin.” By
reducing the decisions and farmer experiences
with seeds to a question of intelligence or yield
calculations, the scientist sidesteps other possible
competing understandings of how farmers select
seeds or measure yields while simultaneously
attributing yield as a product of the seed, not of
farmers’ efforts.
Latour’s (2010b) and Stenger’s (2010, 2011)
analysis of the factish can help to engage these
deeper questions because they illuminate the
process by which subject and object are ostensibly separated in scientific inquiry. In calling
attention to the ways in which facts are composed
as scientists conduct their work, the factish can
be a powerful tool to analyze how arguments
are conceived in the space of the field test-plot
or the farmer interview. Factishes also emerge
when farmer yields are considered in aggregate,
as when researchers (Cotton Corporation of India
Ltd., 2014; Lalitha and Viswanathan, 2015) characterize yields produced not by Indian farmers, but
by India itself.
Agricultural economics and anthropology, like
all sciences, exist within what Stengers (2010)
calls an ecology of practices. Ecology, Stengers
argues, is an advantageous metaphor because
it has both scientific and political connotations.
Ecological science stresses the interdependence
of subjects and objects, and helps Stengers to
work against a view of facts that exist as naturally
occurring objects waiting to be discovered. Politically, ecology also emphasizes that not all environments provide equal opportunities for those
subjects and objects. Stengers (2010: 32–34),
argues that science as an ecology of practices
illuminates unexpected symbioses and unintentional creations of meaning. While she uses this
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term to mean that what science discovers cannot
be separated from how scientists discover it, a key
insight of STS itself, she continues that this process
also creates requirements and obligations, an
ecological link between knowledge and the thing
discovered.
This set of obligations and requirements is selfreinforcing in scientific practice, what Stengers
(2010) terms a reciprocal capture. Scientists and
their objects of discovery come to work together
symbiotically when scientists construct research
spaces like test fields or farmer interviews,
thereby reinforcing the objective of looking for
or experimenting on something in the first place.
Reciprocal captures also illustrate the potential
asymmetry of scientific inquiry. Stengers cites
ecological examples like parasites and predators
as reciprocal capturers, who create value and
knowledge in an ecosystem and who do not exist
apart from each other. These interactions need
not carry such negative connotations. Stengers
(2010) continues to explain that neutrinos and
physicists also engage in an asymmetrical reciprocal capture of obligations and requirements.
Neutrinos, difficult to stabilize and observe in a
laboratory, must be made to exist for the physicists who study them. Through this process, the
physicists themselves change, understanding
themselves and their work within the questions
and speculations made possible by the neutrinos.
Ecologically, they are linked even though scientists more directly forge the connection. Thus is
the capture reciprocal.
The ecology of seeds and yields from this
perspective includes the need for seeds to grow,
rain to fall, and soil to bring forth plants, but also
for governments to allow GM legislation, seed
shops to carry the desired brands, and scientists
and farmers to record yields. Seeds and yields
do not exist outside of the narrow set of conditions in the political economy that bring them to
farmers’ fields. Indian cotton farmers, like Stengers’
neutrino physicists, come to see themselves with
respect to their ability to produce good yields, a
reciprocal capture framed within the logics of agricultural development that limits other possible
visions of agricultural success. Farmwork, like
physics, creates conditions through its ecology of
practices that lead farmers to see themselves as
protectors of plants (Gupta, 1998), stewards of soil
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(Stoll, 2002), and otherwise fundamentally moral
caretakers (Pandian, 2009) who create landscapes
and increase yields. To unpack the factish on the
field, I will first clarify the processes used in anthropological, economic, and agronomic inquiries into
GM crops.

Latour, Stengers, and
Three Types of Factish
In agricultural development science, encompassing social scientists, agricultural economists, and
agronomists, yields and seeds have been given
lives unencumbered by farms and fields – thus
can Bt cotton be credited with increasing yields
or changing farmers’ lives in India as discussed
above. Farmers, scientists, and seeds have been
swept up in the factish. Latour began exploring the construction of scientific facts in Laboratory Life (Latour, 1986), an ethnographic study
of the way in which scientists and laboratories
produce scientific texts. These texts coalesce to
reveal universal truths, but through the process
of their creation, they are often contested at certain moments. Impossible to attribute to single
authors, Latour found that they are created by a
wide range of actors seeking consensus throughout the process of scientific inquiry. The resultant
actor network theory later helped him investigate
how various agents create a mutually composed
reality within institutions such as the economy,
science, or religion (Latour, 2003).
This ultimately leads Latour (2010b) to describe
the construction of subjects much as he previously
observed the construction of objects. Throughout
On the Modern Cult of the Factish Gods, the titular
factish concept emerges as a way to illuminate
how beings transition from (1) the state of subjective human action enmeshed in a sociocultural
web of meaning to (2) an autonomous being
beyond and independent of the human actor.
Factish is an etymological play on the term ‘fetish’,
which derives from the Latin facio, to make. Portuguese traders living near Africa’s Western coast
denounced animist religious objects as fetishes,
human-made and imbued with false power. This
propelled a colonial legacy of distrusting fetishes
as constructed from human beliefs and led
“moderns”, those who ascribe to a nature/culture
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separation, to distrust the notion that human
beliefs creep into scientific facts. To trust facts,
Latour (2010b) argues that moderns must both
deny that they are constructed and create a space,
such as a laboratory or a farmer interview, where
facts can be reliably discovered. These spaces
sustain the illusion of the separation between
discovered object, process, and discoverer subject.
By drawing attention to the social work that drives
scientific inquiry in this work, Latour describes a
factish as a subject in its own right, which facilitates the creation of autonomous facts.
In her second volume of Cosmpolitics, Stengers
(2011) builds on Latour’s factish to shed light on at
least sixteen different gradations of the concept.
I will collapse these into three broad categories
for my analysis below. The theoretical factish is
characterized by new ways of thinking that allow
us to construct a reality in which researchers can
ask different kinds of questions and imagine
other paradigms. Theoretical factishes “intervene
whenever theories “judge” experimental practices
and refer to them as a reality that assigns them one
role, that of access to its own – now discovered –
theoretical truth” (Stengers, 2011: 78). Although
scientific theories circumscribe findings by delineating an experimental process, theoretical
factishes help to re-expand the pool of possibilities in scientific practice. Throughout Cosmopolitics I and II, Stengers (2010, 2011) cites individuals
and paradigms that helped to enable a new way
of representing real possibilities: new concepts
of quantum physics required rethinking older
models of Newtonian dynamics, while the equivalency reified by the “=” sign challenged extant
ways of knowing. Because GM crop research in
India is constrained by efforts to understand seeds
and farms in terms of yields, a new theoretical
factish would demand a new politics of measurement and analysis beyond a success defined by
yields or comparisons of seeds planted.
Stengers’ experimental factishes concern the
construction of subjects like yields or seeds, which
she describes as being at once constructed by
humans and living their own existence (Stengers,
2011: 4). Similarly to the Latourian factish, the
experimental factish gains power from a false
autonomy derived from modernist illusions
in scientific practice. An experimental factish

interacts with living and nonliving agents in
the world and its subsequent “adventures, once
stabilized, [can be] “explained” in terms of the
properties that have been attributed to it as an
“autonomous being” (Stengers, 2011: 58). For
moderns, this existence can be accepted because
it can be tested (Stengers, 2011: 78). Latour
(2010b) calls this a circular argument, used by
moderns when they create a superficial divide
between belief and empirical knowledge in the
laboratory setting. As I will discuss below, seeds
and yields are experimental factishes when they
are made to exist unencumbered by the means of
their cultivation or measurement.
Stenger’s third flavor of factish induces a new
kind of relationship between the laboratory and
the larger world based in the self-interest of the
scientist. This is the promise factish, which focuses
on the possibilities exposed when the promise of a
solution and the problem itself can be articulated
and joined (Stengers, 2011: 246–7). The promise
factish describes a process by which researchers
formulate scientific processes and research
questions in such a way that allows science as an
institution to work around problematic assumptions. In this way it is similar to the theoretical
factish. Unlike that variety, it does not emerge
from a generic need for new theoretical possibilities. Rather, Stengers’ promise factish makes
a concerted effort to create a scientifically viable
model capable of solving existing problems. In the
current scientific discourse, yields represent such a
promise factish in that agrarian development has
been framed as referential to crop yields: yield is
what development experts are concerned with
studying, yields are contested as benchmarks, and
the solution of higher yields is itself joined to the
problem of underproduction without questioning
the value of using that benchmark. No alternative futures are necessary in this promise factish
framing – only higher-yielding seeds.
The factish is a useful heuristic to explore GM
seeds, although it is only part of this complicated story. Factishes draw attention to the ways
in which scientific inquiry creates facts, like crop
yields, that appear to have their own, autonomous
lives. Latour and Stengers stress that this heuristic
focuses on scientific processes, but a focus on the
factish itself may distract from the larger politics
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of measurement (Porter, 1996; Rottenburg and
Merry, 2015), which ask why the quantification of
data, such as yields, has become so important for
states and corporations in the first place. Although
there is not space in this manuscript to fully
discuss the complex and politicized ways in which
yield is measured, the urge to document yields as
objective and naturally occurring truths distinct
from their particular and socially constructed
context in farmers’ fields is essential to the larger
debate over how GM crops affect the lives of smallholders. Because critics also frame their arguments
around yields, either to say they are lower than
reported or that the farmers in question have
abnormally high yields, they too are participating
in creating a factish that keeps yields distinct and
separate from the innumerable variables of farm
management, farmer and scientist measurement,
and politicized reporting. Viewing social science
research from a Stengersian, ecological perspective, yields are sustained by a promise factish that
defines possible requirements and obligations of
working with cotton farmers. The factish, a tool
to illuminate assumptions and methods, shows
how success and failure have become tied to crop
yields as one factor above all others. The experimental factish in particular is useful in describing
the material catalyst for the controversy: the GM
seed itself.

Facts and Factishes in
Agricultural Development
Debates on the merits of GM crops in the WTO,
across India’s scientific and regulatory bodies, in
popular discourse, and in scientific circles maintain that there is such a thing as a GM cotton seed.
Yet this is not, strictly speaking, true on farms: Each
seed is unique in size and shape; many seeds, as
much as 25% of an acre packet, never germinate
and leave field gaps filled with home vegetables
(Flachs, 2015); each farmer has small variations in
their land and resources allowing different seeds
to have differential opportunities; the seeds have
varying levels of genetically modified Bt gene
expression; insect, weather, and weed patterns
affect the crop; and several different versions of
Bt expressing genetic constructs have been bred
into more than 1,200 GM private seed brands. No
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single GM seed could stand in for all seeds in all
situations. Social scientists (Herring, 2007; Stone,
2007) find that farmers are often unclear as to the
differences between seed brands, an uncertainty
common in studies of new agricultural technology (Busch et al., 1990; Tripp and Pal, 2000).
Law (2004) and Lury and Wakefield (2012)
argue that social scientific researchers and their
methods address this complexity by helping to
create the world that they are meant to explain.
While ethnographers may be comfortable
with addressing their influence and positionality in reporting yields, scientists seeking more
objective measures, including agricultural economists and agronomists, may be less comfortable in accounting for these socially constructed
variables. In Stengersian terms, the degree to
which the researcher’s voice creeps into scientific documents reflects the different obligations
that researchers using these distinct disciplinary approaches have to their data. This further
muddies reports of yield as success in farm fields
in the resulting scholarship. A search of the term
“GMO factish” on GoogleScholar suggests the
term “GMO facts”. This is part of why I argue that
the factish has an opportunity as a heuristic on
these farms. Despite its usefulness in illuminating
the circular logic of the practice of development
science and the separation of seeds from farmers
and institutions, this concept has yet to be widely
incorporated into studies of agricultural development. However, the influence of sociopolitical
institutions on what counts as acceptable science
is a powerful force in GMO discourse.
States and supranational groups require
different forms of evidence to evaluate GMOs
through their regulatory structures, reflecting
their conception of their relationship between
states, scientists, and objective scientific inquiry.
Sheila Jasanoff’s (2005) study of comparative
biotechnology regulation argues that the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Germany
developed unique regulations for the production and commercialization of GMOs based in
their national conceptions of markets and legislation, food safety, and centralized state science,
respectively. Similarly, The World Trade Organization (WTO), found that the requirements for
scientific proof have led to regulatory difficulty
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across national borders (Bonneuil and Levidow,
2012). When adjudicating the spread of GM
technology, the WTO demanded that scientists be able to produce objective and detached
“views from nowhere” that could justify regulatory science without the perceived bias of proor anti-GM sentiment. However, WTO member
states called for strict, science-based trade law
without ever reaching consensus on what it
meant to prove or disprove something scientifically, let alone a consensus on what it meant to
practice science. The WTO attempted to sidestep
state concerns about GM science by demanding
that states produce experimental factishes, scientific evidence that would be separated from its
human, and thus politically biased, connections.
Ultimately, differing national burdens of proof
and standards for scientific objectivity derailed
GM crop trade policies between the Americas and
Europe in the early 2000s (Charles, 2001).
The complex combination of enthusiasm and
caution experienced by farmers, consumers, and
regulators in the USA and Europe may have had
rippling effects in attitudes toward GM crops
in nations in Africa and Asia. Paarlberg (2001,
2002) argues that cautious approaches in Europe
have led countries in the developing world to
hesitate, caught between a suspicion of neocolonialism and the fear of missing out on new
technology. Implying that Indian farmers would
like to plant GM hybrid seeds but are being held
up by burdensome regulation, Paarlberg further
argues that seed-saving nations like India have
benefitted from new private sector seed varieties
bred to solve agricultural problems. India has
been particularly Janus-faced with GM regulation, reflecting a desire to grow biotechnological
capital, meet the needs of poor farmers, and resist
domination by foreign influence (Guha, 2008;
Scoones, 2006).

The Promise Factish and
Development Imaginaries
The WTO and global regulators presume that
science, technology included, can be objective
and that politics are separate and interfering in
a natural process of economic growth. This is the
promise factish, which posits that scientific prac-

tices can be reworked to keep old possibilities
in place without suggesting new paradigms. In
doing so, it maintains the existence of the experimental factish, which separates yields and seeds
from scientific or agricultural actors so that they
can be objectively judged. Such logic follows that
GM seeds are only one thing: yield-improving.
Similarly, a yield is only one thing: evidence of a
farmer’s competence. Within this narrative, all
other interpretations of agriculture are political
and anti-scientific. Perspectives driven by these
larger discussions of agricultural development
economics can be seen in pro-GM academic
outlets like AgBioForum, although it is not out of
the mainstream of scientific inquiry as discussed
above. The contrary view, espoused by environmentalist authors like Vandana Shiva (Shiva et al.,
2002) frames the argument similarly, but reaches
a different conclusion. From this perspective, GM
seeds are poisonous and dangerous while seed
companies promote GM crops through objective corruption in the regulatory process. Much as
the economics-driven national and supranational
arguments hold that all alternative views are political because they are unscientific, this contrary
national and supranational perspective holds that
all other interpretations of agriculture are political because they are corrupted by agribusiness
interests.
These arguments ignore that farmers are a
heterogeneous group and yield is a tricky phenomenon to study. The promise factish common in
agricultural development, that technology leads
inevitably to a better state of higher production,
compels pro-GM researchers to ask “why might it
be that low income countries would apply regulatory systems for agricultural biotechnology
modeled after European standards, even though
it means their poor farmers and consumers lose
any potential gains in agricultural productivity and
social welfare?” (Graff et al., 2009: 1, my emphasis).
The authors suggest that biotechnology free
from regulation is a necessary precondition of
agricultural productivity and its associated social
values. This free-market approach celebrates small
farmers’ potential to earn greater returns through
higher yields of a cash crop like Bt cotton, but
ignores the longstanding suspicions that Indian
farmers and regulators harbor against foreign
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technologies and influence (Parsai, 2012; Scoones,
2008). Such an argument is also apolitical in that it
does not consider the colonial history that has led
to India’s complex regulatory framework. Instead,
in this framing, technology offers gains in yields
and incomes, with no discussion of the differences
in trade, agriculture, or aspiration between those
producing and consuming biotechnology.
Authors who accept this promise factish see
development as the technological creation of
higher-yielding seeds, where success is judged
by the single metric of yield. This is true even of
detractors like Shiva, who contest this argument
by denying or downplaying measured gains
in yields as evidence of GM crops’ failure. In
reworking agricultural development to fit the
proscribed future of higher yields and better
outcomes, the promise factish suggests critical
and optimistic ways that GM crops affect farmers
in developing countries: GM advocates and
detractors alike appeal to a sense of justice based
on equal access to technology (Graff et al., 2009;
Paarlberg, 2002; Shiva et al., 2002); they argue that
GMOs are necessary to or incapable of feeding
and clothing the world sustainably (Altieri, 2005;
Dreifus, 2008; Fedoroff, 2011; Qaim, 2010); and
they bemoan the lack of scientific argumentation while suggesting that GM crops will assuage
or exacerbate global issues of suicide, climate
change, and population (Gutierrez et al., 2015;
Harmon, 2014; Plewis, 2014).

Seeds and Yields as
Experimental Factishes
The experimental factish is far more pervasive and
obvious than the other factishes in studies of GM
research: the notion that GM seeds and the measurements of their yields are independent from
the political economy and scientific practices in
which they are embedded. Throughout regulatory battles over GM cotton in India, success and
failure have been structured around questions of
yield and agronomic success (Herring, 2015). This
argument disembeds seeds from larger social or
political connections and considers them to be
autonomous beings. By framing legitimate criticism within the space of yields, Herring (2015)
argues that Bt cotton advocates sidestepped
issues of risk and biosecurity that later dogged
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Bt brinjal, which was slated to be India’s second
approved GM crop before national outcry placed
a moratorium on all new GM crops in 2010 (Rodrigues, 2010). While agnostic on GM crops themselves, Herring notes that un-scientific concerns
around Bt brinjal, based in public fears rather
than agricultural science, have led to an un-scientific rejection of the crop. This conclusion is only
possible when seeds are viewed as autonomous
objects and yields as objective truths waiting to
be discovered. Numerous (Fedoroff, 2011; Graff et
al., 2009; Harmon, 2014; Paarlberg, 2001; Thaindian
News, 2008) pro-GM scientists argue that biotech
fear and farmer non-adoption stem from doubt
manufactured by anti-GM groups mobilized to
affect the risk-perception of uninformed people
(Blancke et al., 2015). According to this factish,
because crop yields can be objectively measured
by scientists, a better informed public should have
no such objections. But even the most hardened
critics of constructed facticity admit to considerable variation in actual farm fields:
“Bt produces one trait; it affects only biotic stress
from one class of insects. Yields are driven by
numerous traits, characteristics of germplasm, and
biotic and abiotic stresses that vary continually.
There will be variance, field to-field, season-toseason. Variance across studies simply reflects the
nature of agriculture.” (Herring, 2013: 64)

Yield, Herring shows, is inherently complicated
because it results from innumerable variables in
the practice of farmwork. And yet to make arguments about yield and the efficacy of seeds, Herring and other agricultural development writers
including myself (Flachs, 2016; Gutierrez et al.,
2015; Stone, 2011) must accept the experimental
factish that they can reliably measure and report
those yields in aggregate. Adding considerations
like weather and social stratification helps them
to maintain belief in the factish, that seeds can be
abstracted and studied as external to farmers and
fields even when confronted with empirical realities or lived experiences that do not match the
expectations of the factish.
The socially constructed conditions under
which seeds and yields are measured enable
experimental factishes like the neutrinos or
microbes studied by other STS scholars. In my own
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measurements of yields and discussions with agricultural scientists in Telangana, I found that yields
and other production analyses are often context
dependent. Cotton will fruit several times over the
course of a season and is picked, with diminishing
returns, two to ten times per season. Scientific
arguments over systemic bias in yield measurement have been addressed above, but both sides
maintain that there is an interior truth, a true yield
that can be discovered.
The search for a composed social reality
regarding yields is easier on the scale of anthropology, typically requiring years of language
training and long-term fieldwork with relatively
small populations, than on the scale of agricultural economics. Qaim and Zilberman (2003)
based their initial findings on panel surveys with
157 farmers in 25 districts in three states, and used
this to argue that GM crops were a success and
should be spread in other countries in the global
South. Qaim’s team has used this panel data to
conduct long-term studies, an innovative mixedmethods approach to agricultural economics
data, revealing interesting trends about adoption,
risk, and decision-making not usually legible to
agricultural economic studies (Kathage and Qaim,
2012; Kouser and Qaim, 2011). Yet other disciplines have different requirements and obligations in the collection of their data.
I personally surveyed Bt cotton-planting
farmers in three districts in one region of one
state and found ambiguous results for yield,
inputs, seed responses, and metrics underlying
agricultural decisions on farmer fields (Stone
et al., 2014). I used a recent census to identify at
least 60 farming households in each of six villages
(resulting in nearly 400 households surveyed),
stratified into three wealth terciles and selected
to represent a range of variation in soil quality,
ethnicity, and proximity to cities. Furthermore, I
used this survey as the first step in a larger ethnographic interview in which I was able to spend
time speaking and sometimes farming alongside
farmers to collect richer qualitative data. Ultimately, I spent 14 months collecting this data with
farmers, including repeat visits and numerous
walks around the field.

This ethnographic approach differs from the
short-term visits, structured surveys, and occasional focus groups of the agricultural economics
studies above, and thus allowed me to collect
different data. While farmers justify their seed
choices with the hope for a greater yield over
another seed, I found that this hope does not
manifest in greater yields with different seeds
when I asked farmers to report their yields over
four consecutive cotton seasons 2012-2016. I
am not comfortable generalizing beyond the
region where I worked because anthropologists
place a primacy on hyper-local knowledge and
practice, while economists likely would be frustrated with my sample because it was limited to
only one small region of one state in India. This
is a difference in obligations, in what different
disciplines feel comfortable reporting. I think it
is possible for both of our studies to reveal interesting data given our methods. However, neither
is the objective truth on the ground, collected as
it was with different teams, methods, and assumptions. I call attention to research design here to
emphasize that sciences dealing with human
responses must pay special attention to the ways
that research interlocutors construct facts than in
a way that, say, physicists measuring neutrinos are
not often asked to attend, even when national and
legal discourse attempt to make them uniform or
legible.
Divorced from billions of dollars of research
and development, an international network of
scientists, global capitalism, and farmers, development science maintains the experimental
factish of the seed because it is the anti-political
technological fix (Ferguson, 1994) through which
development can occur. This discourse naturalizes
India’s agrarian distress. The problem is an ecological issue of pest attacks or pesticide use (Qaim,
2010), not a political question of clothing supply
chains (Brooks, 2015), biotechnology infrastructure (Scoones, 2008), or colonial history (Beckert,
2014). When reduced to a single, scientifically
observable benefit, yields, GM seeds allow the rest
of the cotton supply chain to continue through
this crisis without challenging the underlying
inequalities of the cotton trade.
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Conclusion: Attending to
the Factish in the Field
A re-reading of Latour’s concept of constructionism allows us to see how facts are constructed and
shaped while simultaneously showing how they
are de-politicized to mask intention on the part
of the author and avoid questioning researchers’
methods. Why would a yield be the most important thing to measure anyway? The discussion
around the success and failure of Indian cotton
has been framed in this way since GM cotton was
legalized in 2002. This pushes other concerns,
including risk or public fears expressed by nonexperts and framed outside of agronomy, to the
side (Herring, 2015).
STS approaches critically examine the
methods and assumptions of laboratory and
field research. Like the authors discussed in this
essay, I have described seeds as autonomous
and yield-creating beings to make arguments
about Indian cotton agriculture in my own work.
It is not my intention to criticize the work of these
other scholars but to draw attention to the ways
in which all of us use models and create factishes
that mask how this data is co-created. Anthropologist Paul Richards (1993), for example, is
particularly suspicious of the field trials in which
agricultural technology like GM seeds are tested,
as these eliminate the variables of farm life and
mask the improvisations that define farmwork in
practice. From this perspective, it is not GM seeds
but the collective work of farmers, landscapes, and
measuring scientists who create yields and decide
the productivity of a given seed. Agricultural and
development models regarding GM seeds are
useful and legible to scientists and policymakers
as these generalizations can describe abstractions
and amalgamations of farmers and seeds. The STS
approach in this essay is a critique of the ways in
which yields are divorced from farmers and fields
in agricultural development discourse, and is not
necessarily conducive to directing agricultural or
economic policy. At least, I would ask that such
policies pay far more attention to social variability
and consider the multitude of factors beyond
yields that reflect socioeconomic uplifting in areas
targeted for agricultural development. Models
that present seeds and yields as a fact of nature
rather than a socially embedded and contin-
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gent factor are not equipped to address underlying rural precarity linked simultaneously to
generational poverty brought on by colonialism,
contemporary trade inequality, unequal access
to irrigation infrastructure, and rural aspirations
to land stewardship (Gupta, 2017; Gutierrez et al.,
2015; Vasavi, 2012).
While I contest that seed models describe
an independent and objective reality, I agree
that the combined social work of farmers, seed
breeders, agricultural scientists, policymakers,
and other stakeholders help to make these yields
a shared reality. In the first pages of An Inquiry
into Modes of Existence, Latour (2013) notes that
climate scientists are beginning to think of themselves as members of institutions with particular
ways of evaluating evidence and making claims.
Yet his recent work (Vrieze, 2017), and STS in a
broader sense argues that this is an opportunity for deeper understanding, not a rejection of
inquiry. In his Compositionist Manifesto, Latour
finds that both proponents and skeptics of climate
change cling to modernist scientific reasoning,
arguing “if [climate science] is slowly composed,
it cannot be true,” said the skeptics; “if we reveal
how it is composed,” said the proponents, “it will
be discussed, thus disputable, thus it cannot be
true either!” (Latour, 2010a: 478). Both GM seed
proponents and skeptics who research the seeds’
impacts in the field buy into a similar factish, that
seeds are autonomous beings and that crop yields
can be measured objectively. By recognizing this
experimental factish, as well as the promise and
theoretical factishes that undergird it, we can
begin to make sense of different stakeholders’
reports on the triumphs and failures of GM
crops, how they are collectively composed, and
what obligations and requirements that process
demands.
My assistant’s initial objection, that the data
would not exist without my collecting it, turns
out to be exactly correct when viewed outside
the parochial ecology of practices in my discipline of anthropology and my constructed experimental factish of the GM seed. All seeds and
yields are born of wildly different environmental
circumstances and entangled with different
kinds of actors. That factish persists in my own
work and in that of other social sciences for the
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same reason that factishes persist in biology or
physics. They are useful abstractions that provide
helpful generalizations, they are easily taught and
practiced within the current institutions where
we work, they are fundable and studyable within
the confines of our disciplines, they allow us to
remove ourselves from the laboratory and thus
give our phenomena their own independent
lives, and they require no extra theoretical work
in the realm of the possible. But if any researchers
can cope with compositionism and think beyond
experimental or theoretical factishes, qualitative
empirical social scientists should welcome the
opportunity. My data cannot exist without my
interactions with the farmers, but the farmer’s
fields, cotton, seeds, income, happiness, ecological management, and all of the hundreds of
factors that have led to the process wherein seeds

become plants are anything but external to the
fields and farmers who grow them. By paying
better attention to their interconnectedness, we
may have a better chance at documenting the
composed reality, not as it exists to be discovered
and written on my clipboard, but as seed, farmer,
and social scientist create it.
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Notes
1 Bt refers to Bacillus thuringiensis, a naturally occurring soil bacterium containing Cry genes that produce
a class of toxins poisonous to certain insects, most notably the order Lepidoptera, which contains major
agricultural pests. Used as a spray pesticide for decades by American farmers, six different Cry genes have
now been inserted into GM cotton in various combinations, allowing the plant to produce its own insecticide.
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